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1. It is well-known that, in general, the value of a no distribution value 
exists at a point does not exist. Lojasie"\vicz [2], however, has given a defini
tion and criteria for the existence of the local value of a distribution at a point. 
According to his definition, if Xo is a fixed point and Tx, is the operator adjoint 
to the shifting operator 

where cp(:v.) is an arbitrary testing function of the space D(R); and Y..; is the 
operator adjoint to the affinity operator 

y /' 0; 

then a distribution T has a local value at Xo given by 

lim Ky T", T = to' 
(_a 

provided the limit exists. 

(1) 

From the above definition it is clear that in general, the value of a distri
bution T at a point Xo does not necessarily exist. But, if T is a distribution 
defined by a continuous functionf(:v.) and Xo is in the domain of the definition 
off, then the local value of this distribution exists (in the sense ofLojasiewicz) 
at x o' and it is equal to f(:v. o)' 

Fenyo [1], on the other hand, has discussed in detail the problem of 
existence of the local value of a class of distribution of D'(R2). In fact, his 
investigations to assign a local value to a distribution at a point gave rise 
to a number of interesting problems in the field of applications of the distribu
tion theory. 

In the present paper our aim is to study the problem of existence of the 
local value of a certain class of distributions in the n-dimensional space. 

2. Let D(Rn) be the space of testing functions cp of n variables and let 
D'(Rn ) be its dual space >vith respect to the sequence topology of the space 
D(Rn). 
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Let us define a mapping 

l(al, a2, ... , an) : D(Rn) -+ D(R) 

in the following way: 

l( ) I f ( t al%l-'" - an-l%n-l)d d- -aI' a2,· .. , an cP = f;;;J cP %1' %Z' ... , --~--a-n----=---= %1'" %n-l-

Rn 

= -I a-
1

l
-, f cP l_t __ a-=2,--%,,::,Z_--a-·

l
-·_· __ a--,c-' %-'-'.·n , %2' ••• , %n) d%Z ... d%n, 

Rn 

(2) 

where aI' a2, ... , an are real numbers such that at least one ak # 0; 
k = 1,2, ... , n. 

From our definition it follows that l(al , az, .•. , an)cp is a function of the 
class D(R) and, 'with respect to the sequential topology of D(R), it is also linear 
and continuous from the space D(Rn) into D(R). 

Denote by L(al , a2 , ••• , an) the mapping adjoint to l(al , az, ... , an) 
given by 

L(al, az, ... , an) (T) . cp = T . l(a l, a2, ... , an) (cp), 

where T E D'(R) and cP E D(Rn). 
In case T = f, where f is a locally integrable function, we have 

Also, it is easy to see that 

(3) 
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3. Let 1p be an arbitrary, but fixed, testing function of the class D{R). 
On the lines of Fenyo (loc. cit.), let us define a linear and continuous mapping 
from D'(Rn) into D'(Rn-l) denoted by 0, as follows: 

(5 01p)' cp : = 5· cp @ 1p 

(1p 0 5)· cp : = 5·1p @ cp 

v cp E D(Rn-l), 

V cp E D(Rn-1), 
(4) 

where 5 E D'(Rn
) and cp @ 1p denote the tensor products of the functions 

given by 
(cp @ 1p) (r.:1, r.:2, ..• , r.:n- 1, r.:) = cp(r.:1, r.:2' ••. , r.:n- 1)· '1jJ(r.:), 

that is, 5 01p and 1p 0 5 are distributions in D'(Rn-l). 
We shall prove the follovving: 

Theorem. If T E D'(R) and '1jJ E D(R), then the distribution 

L(a1 , a2,···, an) (T) 01p 

has a local value (in the sense of Lojasiewicz) at every point (;'l' ~2' ... , un-I) 
given by 

(L(a1, a2,· •• , an) T 0 1p)<;'";',, ... ,;'n-l) = (r.:an Ta,~,+ ... +a._,~n_,· T· '1jJ). 

4. Proof of the theorem. Let us consider the function 

(5) 

Now, in order to prove the theorem, it "Will be enough to show that F 
is a continuous function at every point. Let _X = (~1' U2' ... , y.n - 1) be a fixed 
point in the space Rn-I. 

Since 1p E D(R), there exists a positive number c such that supp 1p E 
E (- c, c). 

Let Ne be a neighbourhood of the point X, c > 0, then for any point 
X = (r.:1, r.:2' ... , r.:n-l) E Ne' we have 

{ i I < I (: I ) I I ( • ')1 ...L. I I' } C It _! a 1 r.:2 T eT' .. T an- 1 r.:n-l T C I anc . (6) 

Thus, we get 

li dk t't-a1 r.:2 - ••• -an-1r.:n- 1)' dk (t- Ur %9- ... - an- 1 %n-l)' (7) m -1p =-1p ~ , 

~*~ ~ ~ ~ 
k = 0,1,2, ... , 

uniformly for all real t. 
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Hence, it follows that 

where A is a positive constant depending on aI' a2, , , "an and 

lVIk = lllax !1p(k+l)(t)!, 
tER 

Now, from (6) and (7), we have 

as X -+ X in the pseudo-topology of the space D(R), 

Thus, finally, we get 

li~ T,1p tt-a1%1 -", -an-1%n-l) = T'1jJ (t-a1i.:1-", an-1i.:n-l), 
x-x an an 

This proves that F(%l' %2' , , ',%n-l) is continuous, 
Let rp be an arbitrary function of class D(Rn-l) and Ne a neighbourhood 

of the origin such that supp rp C Ne' 
Hence, ·we find that: 

Ne 

= S rp(%) 1p(k) I---=---='-----~'--~! d%l ' , ,d%n-l' 

Rn 

Therefore, it follows that: 

= S rp(%l' , , ',%n-l) T '1p (t __ a-=l'-%-=.l_-_,_~_~ __ a __ n_-=l%_-n_--'l) ,d%l' , ,d%n-l = 

Rn 

= ! an I S F(%l' , , " %n-l) rp(%l' ' , " %n-l) d%l ' , , d%n-l' (8) 
Rn 
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Finally, using (8) and (4), we have: 

(L(al , a2, ••• , an) 01f1)' rp = L(~, ... , an) T· rp(xI, ... , xn- l ) ® 1jl(xn) = 
= T . l(a l , ••• , an) rp(XI' ... , xn- l ) ® 1jl(xn) = 

= S F(xl ,···, ~n-l) rp(~l' ... , xn - 1) d~l ... d~n-l' 
Rn-, 

2'51 

This implies that the distribution L(al , ••• , an) (T) 0 1jl is identical 'with 
the function F(xl , ... , ~n-l)' which is continuous at every point. 

Now, using the theorem of Lojasie-wicz (loc. cit., p. 7), we find that 

(L(a1, a2,···, an) (T) 01jl)<;'" ... )n-,) = F(~l"'" ~n-l) = 

The author is highly thankful to Professor Dr. Istvan FENYO for his kind help and 
valuable advice during the preparation of this paper. 

Summary 

Criteria for the existence of the local value of a certain class of distributions in the 
n-dimensional space are investigated. 
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